[Screening and identification of ovarian carcinomas related genes].
Ovarian cancer is the leading cause of death among gynecological malignancies. Up to now, little is known about specific tumor-suppressor genes or oncogenes involved in the ovarian cancer genesis. Thus isolation of new candidate genes and characterization of their role in ovarian cancer genesis will be helpful for understanding the molecular mechanisms and developing protocols for early diagnosis and therapy of ovarian carcinomas. This study was developed to screen and identify genes related to ovarian carcinomas. Modified mRNA differential display PCR and reverse Northern dot blot analysis were used to screen and identify different displayed genes between ovarian carcinoma tissue and normal ovarian tissue. The genes were sequenced and analyzed by bioinformatics software. With these gene fragments as probes, in situ hybridization was used to characterize specific gene expression difference between ovarian cancer tissues and normal ovarian tissues. Of 12 differentially expressed genes, 5 were novel genes, 3 were chromosome genomic repeat sequences and the other 4 were known human genes. Furthermore, in situ hybridization analysis indicated that four genes, ZNF361, PSMA2, OCRC13 (a novel gene on chromosome 1) and OCRC4 (a novel gene on chromosome 9) were highly expressed in 36 samples of ovarian cancer tissues but not in 16 samples of normal ovarian tissues (P< 0.05). More interestingly, the gene OCRC4, with 99% sequence homology to mouse spindlin, a member of gene family specially expressed during gametogenesis, was highly expressed in 19 samples of ovarian cancer from total 36 cases (53%), but not expressed in control samples. Our observations indicate that the four genes ZNF361, PSMA2, OCRC4, and OCRC13 may be ovarian cancer related genes. It is speculated that novel gene OCRC4 might also be a member of specific gene family, which plays roles during early period of embryo development and tumorigenesis.